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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [8], the author studied the relationship between the admissibility of 
pairs (B, D) of function spaces for the equation 
qt, 0) = yh [&A(6 $11 x(4 s) -t f(t), t>O (1-l) 
and the conditional stability of the associated homogeneous equation 
qt, 0) = Jyh [dJ(t, s)] x(t, s). (1.2) 
In order to avoid lengthy repetitions, we assume the reader to be familiar with 
the paper mentioned. We repeat only that A(& s) is an n x 11 matrix defined 
for almost all t > 0, of bounded variation in s and such that 
is locally integrable. Furthermore x(t, *) E W = space of continuous function 
from [-Iz, 0] to &? (or 5P) with the sup. norm. 
In [3] and [lo], C o ff mann and Schaffer have obtained some deep results for 
equations of this type using entirely different methods, namely a reduction 
of the theory to that of difference equations that had already appeared in [2]. 
In this note we restate and complete the results of [8] in the light of [9] and 
[lo] and then we study some problems connected with perturbations. Our 
approach remains the direct one, without recourse to the “discrete reduction” 
of [3] and [lo]. 
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2. COVARIANT FAMILIES AND (B,D) FAMILIES 
The pertinent background for this section is found in [S] and [9]. We begin 
by restating some of the main definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let U(t, u), t > u > 0, be the operator from T/t/ to W 
defined by means of (1.2) such that U(t, U) x(21, .) = .~(t, .j for every solution 
x of (1.2). 
DEFINITION 2.2. A function Y from [0, co) to the linear manifolds in PI 
is a covariant family (for A) if 
(U@, u))-‘( Y(t)) = Y(u) for all t > u > 0. 
A covariant family whose values are subspaces is called a closed covariant 
family. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y be a covariant family. Let Py(t) be the canonical (alge- 
braic) projection of W olzto TV/Y(t), t > 0. We can then Jind a unique VZOIZO- 
morphiwz S/y(t, u): W/Y(u) + IV/E;(t), t 3 u > 0 such that 
PAt> w, 4 = v*(t, 4 PY(U>, (2.3) 
V,(t, u) = V&, sj V,(s, 24) for t > s 3 u > 0. (2.3) 
Furthermore if Y is closed: 
II l’y(t, U)ll < II cr(t, fJ)il. (2.4) 
Proof. [2; Lemma 5.11 
DEFINITION 2.3. We define a regular covariant family Y to be a covariant 
family that satisfies the four equivalent conditions. 
V,(t, 0) is surjective, hence an isomorphism for alI t > 0; cw 
Vy(t, , 11) is surjective if 0 < 24 < t, < t; P.6) 
U(t, , u)W + Y(tl) = W if 0 < u < tr < t; (2,7) 
for every 4 E W and for every f6 such that (a) sup(supp f+,> <
t + lz, and (b) there exists a solution x’ of (1.1) with f replaced 
by f6 and x(t + h, .) = U(t + h, t)$, (1.1) has a solution y 
such that y(t + h, -) E Y(t + h). P*@ 
Existence of f6’s with properties (a) and (b) is given in [8; Lemma 2.21 
and the equivalence of the four statements is given in [2; Lemma 5.21 and 
[S; Lemma 2.31. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. A covariant family Y is called a (B, D)-family (for A) 
if Y C FVn (i.e., Y(t) C lVtD for all t > 0, where W,, is the submanifold of W 
of all initial functions of tD-solutions of (1.2)) and if for every E > 0 there 
exists a number C( Y, c) such that for everyf E B(P) with compact support, 
there exists a solution x: of (1.1) such that x(t, .) E Y(t) for some 
t 3 sup(suppf) and i”iDk) d clfiB* 
If Y is closed, it is called a closed (B, D)-family. .X = Z( Y, c) will denote the 
infimum of all such C( Y, E) for fixed Y and E. 
One of the crucial assumptions of [8] was that the (B, D)-families considered 
were closed or at least that they had a closed first term. One of the purposes 
of this paper is to show that this assumption can be dispensed with in the 
sense that, roughly, the closure of (B, D)-family is another (B, D)-family. 
The tools used for this purpose are those of the subcomplete manifolds and 
subcomplete sequences developed in [9]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. If W is a Banach space, a linear manifold Y C W is 
subcomplete (in W) if Y = @Z for some Banach space 2 and some bounded 
(injective) linear mapping @. Clearly if Y is closed in IV, it is subcomplete. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let W, Z be Banach spaces, li : Z+ W a compact linear 
mapping, Y a subcomplete linear manifold in W. If W = U(Z) + Y, then Y 
is closed atzd hasJinite codimension i?z W. 
Proof. [9; Lemma 2.11. 
LEMMA 2.3. For t > u f h, the operator U(t, u) of Definitiolt 2.1 is 
compact. 
ProoJ Let t > u, L(t, u) = exp(Ji J!,, II dJ(T, s)ll d7). Then by 
Gronwall’s inequality, 
il Yt, 4+ il < L(4 Nli 4 IL 
hence the image of a bounded set in W is bounded. For t > u + h, 
-h<rl<r<O, 
and equicontinuity follows. Ascoli’s theorem does the rest. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let Y be a closed regular covariant family for A. Then Y 
has constant finite codimension. 
Proof. Definitions 2.3 and 2.5 and Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Y be a closed (B, D)-family for A, with 
Then Y is regular and has constant jiwite codimension. 
Proof. Regularity follows from [8; Theorem 3.31 and the rest from 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. CLOSED (B, D)-FAMILIES 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (B, D) be admissible for A, 
Then T;I/‘D is a closed regular (B, D)-family of constant finite codimensz’on. 
Proof. That JVr, is a (n algebraically) regular (B, D)-family follows 
from the proof of [8; Theorem 3.31 and Definition 2.3. We shall prove that 
lVD is subcomplete. To see that this is not an entirely trivial statement, let 
A(tD) be the manifold of tD solutions of (1.2) (i.e., solutions for time > t). 
This is a linear submanifold of tD( PV) and it is not necessarily closed: indeed 
let {xJ be a sequence of tD-solutions of (1.2); the convergence of X, in tD 
does not (see [8; Remark 1.21) imply the convergence of ~,(t, *). Hence the 
closure of A(tD) in tD is likely to introduce elements whi.ch are not tD- 
solutions of (1.2). 
We shall now prove the somewhat more general result. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D be a ~-space, A given. Then W, is a subcomplete 
coaariant family. 
PYOOJ? That WD is covariant is immediate. Let II(t) : A(tD) -+ IV, be 
the mapping given by II(t)x = x(t, *). II(t) is 1 - 1 and 
IF(t) W, = A(tD) C tD. 
Let W(e) be the space of continuous functions from [--lt - E, 0] to Wn(or 9~‘~) 
for E > 0. Let W. be the imbedding of W into W(E) obtained by extending 
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the definition of the function 4 of IV to be identically equal to $(--A) on 
[--h. - E, -A]. Then every x E A(tD) gives rise to a unique function .? in 
tD(,) such that S(t, .) E T;rr, . Let &~D(E)) be the submanifold of ED 
composed by all these functions. Let A, be the obvious map from fl”((tD(~)) 
onto A(tD). Note that fl”((tD(c)) is closed in tD(e) by [S; Lemma 1.51 and the 
Open Mapping Theorem and h, is clearly bounded since j h,f itD < [ 2 j tD(C) . 
Thus IF’, = (17(f) o A,)(fl”((tD(~))) and the composition 17(t) 0 A, is bounded, 
again by [8; Lemma 1.51. The Lemma now follows. 
We now complete the proof of the theorem. Let t > lz. Then 
qt, O)Wf wt, = w 
by algebraic regularity, IIT,, is closed and has finite codimension by Lemma 
2.2. [S; Lemma 2.41 implies that II’o is closed regular and the desired con- 
clusion clearly follows. 
Let Y be a (B, D)-family, 17-l(t) : Y(t) + A(tD), A;’ : A(tD) -+fl”((tD(~)) 
the maps defined above. Define 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Y be a (B, D)-family, Then YncE) is indepatdent of E > 0. 
Proof. Let E, 7 > 0 be given. Clearly there exists an isomorphism 
A,, : &D(4) -dWd) 
by [S; Lemma 1.31 and 
/3$ ;\;I 0 P(t)(Y(t)) --+ h,l 0 P(t)(Y(t)) 
is 1 - 1 and onto. The rest is immediate. 
We now define Yr, = Yn, for some (or any) E > 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Y be a (B, D)-fami<y for A, XIT,,+Al( .) JFn Ij d,A( *, S) jl E B 
for all T, A >, 0. Then YD is a subcomplete (B, D)-fak$. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that Yr, is covariant, for then 
Y c YD c CZ,( Y) c lvn 
implies that Yn is a (B, D)-family and it is subcomplete by its definition. 
Let t > s > 0. We must prove that (U(t, s))--l Y,(t) = Y,(s). Let 
4 E Yr,(s), 01 > 0, E > 0 be given; let .c” be the SD-solution of (1.2) with 
X(S, .) = 4 There clearly exists an SD-solution y of (1.2) with y(s, .) E Y(S) 
and 1 x’ - y jor,(a) < E. Clearly the restrictions of s and y to [t, co) are tD- 
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solutions of (1.2), y(t, .) E Y(t) and j N - y Itnca) d I x - y isma) < E. 
Therefore, U(t, s)$ = x(t, .) E Yn(t) and hence 
(U(t, s))-1 YJt) 3 Y&). 
To prove the opposite inclusion, let p > 1 be given; 
c1 > 0 to be chosen later; assume that t > s, and 01 is so small that t - a > s. 
Let x be the sD-solution of (1.2) with x(s, .) = +. Thus r(t, .) E Ye(t), and 
there exists a tD-solution y of (1.2) with y(t, .) E Y(t) such that 
1 I” - Y hD(a) < cl . 
We now define a new function ~$7, .) on [0, CO) as follows: 
.z(T> u) = 0 for 7 + 0 < t - oi. 
Define 
f(T) = .qT, 0) - jyh [44T, 614T, 4 7 > 0. 
Clearly f is locally integrable and supp fC [t - CL, t + lz]. Some elementary 
computations show that 
for t--171<7<t 
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Hence there exists a function M(T) E B with support in [f - a, t + A] such 
that 
[j f(~)j! < M(T) [I ~(t, .) - y(t, *)[I almost everywhere. 
By [S; Lemma 1.41, we have further that 
ilf(dil d ; nf(T) 1 XIo,al ID' 1 x - y ItDbx) * 
Let E > 0 be given, choose <I so small that 
; 1 M(7)jB 1 x~o.orl ID' 1 x - 3' ltD(a) < &z(a). 
Let w be a solution of (1.1) with thisf such that w(t + h, +) E Y(t + h) and 
Clearly ZI = w - z + x is an SD(a)-solution of (1.2), furthermore 
?l(t + h, .) = w(t + h, -) - z(t + h, -) + x(t + h, *) 
= w(t + h, .) +‘y(t + 12, .) E Y(t + A), 
and hence w(s, .) E Y(S). Also 
1 x - v /SD(~) < 1 %' IsDb) + 1 x /SD(W) . 
But II +-,4ll d II 4-, 4 - ~(~,~)il f or all 7 2 S, 0 E [--h -OL, 01. We can 
thus choose E~ also so small that 1 r; (sD(n) < E/Z and the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let x~~,~+,,,(.) fFh I/ d,A(., s)jj E B for all T, d > 0. The 
closllre of every (B, D)-fami& is a closed regular (B, D)-family with constant 
jhite codimension. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 YD is subcomplete, a (B, D)-family, algebraicalIy 
regular. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 imply that Yn is closed and has finite codi- 
mension. Thus C&(Y) - YD and the theorem follows. 
4. kxroTonms AND ADMISSIBILITY FOR LINEAR EQUATIONS 
We now turn to the sharpening of the main results of [8]. In view of the 
results of the previous section, we can drop the assumption of the existence of 
(B, D)-families Y with Y(0) closed; furthermore, in the case of exponential 
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dichotomies, we can extend the class of admissible pairs (B, D) to include 
W, L”). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let JZi,II &A(., s)l[ E M. Then the closure of every (L’, L=)- 
family is a closed regular (Lr, La)-family with jinite constant codimension and 
induces a diclzotom_v for (1.2). Furthermore, if j’rh /I &A(., s)\\ E M, every closed 
regular covariant family (which has automatically jinite constant codimension) 
induces a dichotomy if and only ;f it is an (V, L”)-fanziZy. 
Proof. Theorem 3.2 and [8; Theorem 5.11 give the first part. The second 
part follows from the first and [8; Theorem 5.41. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let j’zh j/ &A(., s)ii E M; ( p, 4) a pair of imlices such. tlzar 
1 <P, 4 d m; (1, a> i (p, 4) # (a, 1); 
and 
for all 7, 4 > 0, 
[jy;in+A ( j:k k(t, 7,4, s) 11 d&t, s)$ dty 4-“+1/q -+ 0 as 4 - cp, 
uniform.ly in 7, where k(t, r, 4, s) is de$ned in [8; beginning of Section 41. Then 
the closure of any (L”, Lq)-family is a closed regular covariant (L*, Lq)-fami[y 
witk finite constant codimension and induces an exponential dichotomy for (1.2). 
Cowersely, if a closed regular covariant family Y in&ces an expone&ial 
dichotomy, it is an (Y, La)-family f or all q E [I, CO] and furthermore, (M, L”) 
is admissibZe far (I. 1). 
Proof. Except for the very last statement, everything else follows from 
[S; Theorems 5.2 and 5.51 and Theorem 3.2. 
Let f f M(WX); f$(t) = xI(i-l)h,ih](t) f (t) for i = 1, 2,... . Then 
where h” = [h + 1). Let v and Y’ be the two “exponential constants” of the 
dichotomy. Then for 0 < E 4 h, the proofs of [8; Theorems 5.4 and 5.51 
give the existence of solutions xi of (1.1) with f replaced by f; and a constant 
k independent of i such that 
k 1 fi IL1 e-v’(“-t) t < ih 
ik < t < (i + ljk (4.1) 
k 1 fi IL1 e-“(t-ihi t > (i + 1)h. 
505/16/1-6 
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BY Ihl,~~~Rfl~> we can find a new constant, say k again so that (4.1) 
holds with 1 fi 1 r,l replaced by 1 f lM . 
First we prove that Zq(t, .) converges on compact subsets of [0, co). 
Let t E [0, to], choose n so large that rzh > to . Then 
-f [I q(t, .)& < f k If jlvI e-“‘+‘), 
i=n i=n 
which has limit 0 as n-+ co. 
Let x(t, .) be the limit. To show that this .x is a solution of (1.1) with the 
givenf, let y be the solution of (1.1) withy(0, -) = x(0, .), let 
yn(t, -1 = i x*(4 -1. 
i=l 
theny(t, .) -Y&, *> is a solution of (1.1) with.f replaced byf - ~t~,~&. Thus 
II y(t, .) - y&, .>!I < It ~(0, -1 - y,(O, ->ll exp (jot j:h II 44% 4ll du) 
for t < nh. Hence yn -f y uniformly on compact subsets and y z x. 
We still need to show that there exists a constant k such that 
for all t > 0. 
By (4.1) we have 
/I x(t, -)/I, < k If jw (‘“g-f e-Y(t-i”) + (e”h + eY’“) + f 
i=[t/h]+l 
e-“‘,i”-t’) 
The first part of the series is bounded above by eYh(eVh - 1)-l and the last 
II x(t, -)!I, < k IfiM 
by (1 - elv’h)--l. Hence 
and the theorem follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let sTh 11 d,A(., s)ll EM. . (M, L”) is admissible for (1.2) 
if and only if W, m is a closed regular covariant family (of finite constant codi- 
men&n) that .induces an exponential dickotomy. 
Proof. The if part follows immediately from the last part of Theorem 4.2. 
For the only if part we first notice that Theorem 3.2 implies that IV,, is a 
closed regular covariant family of finite constant codiiension. For the last 
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part we sketch the application of the theorems of [8] with the necessary 
modifications. 
Theorem 4.1, -4ssumption &f(A) and Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2 of [S] hold 
without any modification other than replacing (B, D) by (M, L”). We notice 
that the limit condition of Theorem 4.2 preceeding (and of [8; Theorem 5.2]) 
is used only to apply [8; Corollary 4.31, whose hypotheses now obtain, since 
uniformly in 7 as A + 00. 
The rest of the proof of [8; Theorem 5.21 is now applicable is toto and the 
exponential dichotomy follows. 
5. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS 
We now turn to the study of nonlinear perturbations of (l.l), namely 
equations of the form 
where g : 9’+ x IV--+ 9P (or 99) is a suitable function. 
LENVIA 5.1. Let I’ be a closed regular covariant famil’y.for (1.2), hence with 
constant jkite codimension. Let Y(0)” be a complement of Y(0) in IV. Let P(0) 
be the projection onto Y(0)c associated with the closed disjoint dihedron 
(Y(O), Y(0)“). Then (Y(t), Y(t)“), where Y(t)” = U(t, 0) Y(O)c, is a closed 
disjoint dihedron in Wfkr all t > 0 with projection P(t) such that P(t) U(t, s) = 
U(t, s) P(s) for t > s 3 0 and U(t, s) : Y( )” s -+ Y(t)” is a linear isomorphism. 
Proof. Clear. For the notions of dihedron and of associated projection 
see [6]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (B, D) be admissible for (1.1); W, closed regular covariant, 
with the construction and notation of Lemma 3.1. Let # E WpD , p > 0. Then for 
eaclz f E B, (1, 1) has a unique pD-solution x such that (I - P(p)) x(p, .) = (6. 
Furthermore, for E > 0, there exist positive constants S(p, E), K(c, P(0)) such that 
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Also, if p = 0, + = 0, and [! P(O)// < X for some h > 1, 
I .2” im G x’WD ,4lf IB , (5.3) 
where K’(WD , E) = X(W, , e)(l + 2S(O, E) e-l j ~[o.c~lD.). 
Proof. Up to and including (5.2), the proof is almost the same as [4; 
Chapter XII, Lemma 6.31. The changes are as follows; replace D by D(E) 
throughout and use the invertibility of U(p, 0) on Y(p)” to obtain a constant 
K depending only on E and P(O), rather than P(p). 
For the last part see [2; Theorem 8.71. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (B, D) be admissible for (1 .I); W,, closed regular 
covariant; g(t, y(t, .)) E B for every y E l7,,, and satisfving 
I & YlP, ->I - gk Y&P .NlB < 0 I Yl - YAD (5.4) 
for all yl, y2 E x0.7 and some constant 0; r = 1 g(t, O)IB ; 4 E WQD with P(p) 
the projection onto W$-, given by Lemma 5.1. Suppose that, if S(E, p), K(E, P(0)) 
are the constants in Lemma 5.2, then 0, Y, 114 11 are so small that 
S(E, p)II 4 II + K(E, P(O))y < ~(1 - eK(c, P(O))), and OWE, P(O)) -C 1 
for some E > 0. Then (5.1) has a unique solution y E &,7 satisfying 
v - P(P)) Y(Pl -1 = +- (5.5) 
Furthermore, the mapping 4 .- y dej%ed on V, = {$: 91 E WO,, 
II 4 II < St% d-Y4 - oK(5 P(W) - @% W)rN 
is continuous on V, and may be extended to a homeomorphism of V, + W& 
orzto itself which leaves the “jlats” + + W&, ,$ E V, , invariant. 
Proof. For the first part we apply the method of [4; Chapter XII, 
Theorem 8.11. 
For any x E Cp,r , the equation 
N4 0) = sf, P&% 41 r(t, 4 + g(t, x(t, -1) (5.1’) 
has a unique pD-solution satisfying (5.5) and (5.2). Define the operator 
T : C,,7 --f pD by y = T[x]. Then 
I TCOII,D G I TMlo~(,) G S(E, p)II $ II + OWE, P(O)). 
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If xi EC,,+ and yi = T[x& i = 1, 2, y1 - y2 is the unique pD solution of 
with (I - P(p)) y(p, .) = 0. Hence by (5.4) and Lemma 5.2. 
/ Yl - Y2 tpD d / Yl - Y2 IoDk) < eK(E, p(o))l % - % hD * (5.6) 
Hence T has a unique fixed pointy in C,,, . That y(p, .) is well defined follows 
from the fact that (5.6) implies convergence to the fixed point in pD(c) 
rather than simply in pD. 
We finish the proof as in [7; Theorem 7.11. An easy computation gives 
that this solution y satisfies 
1 Y bDk! d (1 - oK(E, p(o)))-l(s(E> ,d!i 6 I! + rKk> p(o))). 
Let + E VP fixed and choose # E VP such that 
11 (b - # 11 < S(hs P)-l(l - eKk, p(@>)(T - i y &Dh 
where y is the pD-solution above with (I - P(p)) y(p, *) = +. Consider the 
equation 
(5.7) 
where g’(t, w(t, .)) = g(t, y(t, a)) - g(t, y(t, 0) - w(t, e)). This function is 
defined for ah / w jpn < T’ = T - \ y Ipn . Also g’ft, 0) = 0 and g’(t, w) 
satisfies (5.3) with the same 0. Furthermore 
Y% P>II + - $4 -=c TV - W% W)), 
and by the first part of the theorem there exists a unique pD-solution zo of 
(5.6) such that (I - P(p)) w(p, .) = + - I/J and w EC,,~# . The function 
y(t, .) - w(t, *) is thus a solution of (5.1) with 
iY--l(~D<iy\oD+~‘=~ and (~--(f))(Ydo,.)--w(p,.))=~. 
We conclude that y - w = x: is the unique solution in C,,f with 
(I- W)) 4P > -1 = $ 
and 
Continuity thus follows. 
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The invertible correspondence 
where x is the unique solution with (I - P(p)) x(p, *) = (I - P(p))+ does 
the rest. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let (B, D) Be admksible fog (1.1); Wn cIosed regular 
covariunt, Q,,7 the cbswe of CI),T n pC( W) ;in pC( W), y(t, .) -+ g(t, y(t, m)) a 
continuous map of Q0,7 into B; 1 g(t, y(t, *))Is < T for y EQ,,+ ; A(t) E L such 
that (I g(t, y(t, *))[I < h(t) for t > 0, y E Q,,T ; P(p) the pyojectim Otto W& of 
Lemma 5.1; S(E, p), K(E, P(0)) the constants of Lemma 5.2; 4 E W,, . Let r 
and \/$]I be so small that S(p, G)]] 4 )I + K(E, P(0)) Y < 7. Then (5.1) has at 
least one solution y E x:p,7 satisf&zg (I - P(p)) y(p, .) = 4. 
Proof. This is patterned on the proof of [4; Chapter XII, Theorem 8.21. 
Define an operator ir, of Q,,7 into D(W) by y 1 ?“,[x] where x EQ~,~ and 
y(t, a) is the unique pD-solution of (5.1’) satisfying (5.2), hence mapping 
Q. 
giL 
intO IL n PC(W) C Q,,r - Gronwall’s inequality, slightly modified, 
its@, ‘>ii d tE-’ 1 *b,d ID' ty IpDk) + / *kd IB' IfiB) 
x exp 
J s *’ : II 447, .s)ll dT L1 
for all t E [p, a] for any n > p. Continuity of T, can be proven easily. Let 
From the functions y(t, .) above construct functions y by letting j(t) = 
y(t, 0) for t > p, y(t) = y(p, t - p) for p - h < t < p. Thus 
y(t) : [-h + p, a) + %F. 
Clearly these functions are uniformly bounded, furthermore 
Let rjl ,...,& be a basis for rViD. Then y”(t) = 4(t) + Cf=, K&(t) for 
p-h<t,<p. By the uniform boundedness of the y(t)‘s, there exists K 
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such that / Ki j < K for all l.‘s and all y(t) under consideration. Then, 
id 
for p-h<-r<t<p. 
Equicontinuity of the y(t)‘s is thus established. ArzeIa’s theorem thus shows 
that T,(Q,,?) has compact closure in C(W). Since Q,,, is convex and closed in 
PC(W), the Tychonoff-Schauder fixed point theorem is applicable and the 
theorem follows. 
Renzark. In Theorem 5.1 and 5.2, the assumption that Wn is closed regular 
covariant is satisfied when, for example, 
%,.v+d.) f” II 44.> 4ll E B for all 9, A >O. 
Thus when B = L1 the hypothesis is automatically satisfied. The question 
of the algebraic regularity (and hence closedness) of W,, seems open in 
general. If Wn is not assumed closed regular, we can still obtain the following 
analogue of [5; Theorem 6.11, whose proof we leave to the reader: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let (B,D) d a missible for (1.1); x(t, .j -+g(t, x(t, e)) a 
continuous mappi?zg from. zO,r to B satisfying 
I g(t, x,(6 *)) - g(t, s,(t, .)jlB < e I x1 - %lD 
for all x1 , x2 E& and some 0 E (0, 1). Let r = j g(t, O)/* . Then for E > 0 
there exists a constant K(E) such that if 
K(E) Y(l - q-1 < T, 
then (5.1) has at least one so&ion x E& . 
We now turn to the analogues of Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 of [7] on dicho- 
tomies for nonlinear equations. To avoid continuous repetitions of lengthy 
hypotheses, we make 
ASSUMPTION g(B, D). (B, D) is admissible for (1.1 j ; H’r, closed regular 
coaariunt, 
~~~k(.,?,A,~)l/d,A(.,s)ll~B forall rl>% A 30 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let X be a Banach space, Y a complemented subspace of X. 
Let 1 < a = inf{ll P 11: P a projection along Y onto a complement). Let x E X 
such that I[ x !I < hd(Y, z) for some X > 1. Then for any ,u > h + 2a, there 
exists a projection P along Y such that P(z) = x and j] P jj < p. 
Proof. See [6; 11 G]. The result is given in terms of A-splittings and can 
be easily restated in terms of projections. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let (B, D) be admissible for (1.1); W, closed regular 
covariant; g(t, y(t, .)) E B for every y E ‘J& and all 7 > 0; (5.4) holds with 0 
independent of 7; g(t, 0) = 0. Then for every X > 1 such that 
0(X + 2a) K’(W, , C) < 1 (5.8) 
and every solution x of (5.1) such that 11 x(0, .)I/ < hd(W,, , x(0, .)) either 
xrOorz$D. 
Proof. If IV,, = IV the theorem is obviously trivial. Otherwise Iet 
XED, x+0; ,~>>+$-a such that &&‘(W,,E)<~. Let Q->O be 
sufficiently large so that x EX,,~ . By Lemma 5.3 there exists a projection P 
along W,, such that !I P (( < ,u and P(x(0, m)) = x(0, m). Theorem 5.1 with 
K(E, P(0)) replaced by tJC(W, , ) E im pl ies that there exists a unique solution 
of (5.1) such that P( ~(0, .)) = ~(0, .) and y ~xa,~. Since g(t, 0) = 0, the 
identically zero function satisfies these conditions ; hence z = 0. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let the hy)potheses of Theorem 5.4 hold, except that 7 is 
some fixed positive number: then either x = 0 OY z $ & . 
Remark. Theorem 5.4 gives us, roughly, the existence of a cone with 
vertex 0 and whose “axis” is the stable manifold at t = 0 for the homogeneous 
linear equation, and which contains the stable manifold at t = 0 for the 
perturbed equation. In the case of autonomous systems where the stable 
manifolds are independent of time, the cone will contain the entire stable 
manifold of the perturbed equation. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let Assumption g(L1, L”) hold; 
.-0 
! II 44-, s>ll EM; -h 
W7& a complement of W,, o. with projection P(0); @K(E, P(0)) < 1. Then 
there exists a constant N > 0 such that every pL”-solution y of (5.1) sat@es 
llY(C .)I1 G NllY(S7 ->I1 for t 2 s a P> and every solution z of (5.1) with 
~(0, 0) E W&, satis$es 11 z(s, .)I\ < N/I x(t, .)I] for t > s > 0. Furthermore, 
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q BNK < 1, any pair of nonzero solutions y, x of (5.1) with y E L” and 
P(0) ~(0, -) = x(0, *) satisfy 
Yk *) 
II Y(4 -II 
where 
l-ONK r+h -0 
ao = K(1 + &I’) 
and M’ = sup 
s s II d&W, 4il dt T>O 7 -h 
Proof. The proof is almost exactly the same as [7; Theorem 7.31. We go 
through the details to show the role the “memory functional” plays in the 
result. 
Let y be a pL”-solution of (5.1), r(p, .) # 0. Let A > 0 be so small that 
II Y(U, .>I1 f 0 on [p, p + Al. Let 
w(t, s) = 
t 
Y@, 4 St+’ *r,,,+n~W II Y@, -II-’ du, t+s>p 
0, Ar t+s<p, t > p, s E [-A, 01. 
Then w(t, S) is a bounded solution, for t > p of an equation of type (1.1) with 
+ il& 36 9li Jot *L,,,,+AI@) II Y& -)I!-’ du 
and (1 - P(p)) ~(p, .) = 0. To obtain a bound for j f jL1 ) we must estimate 
the last term, more specifically: 
II y(t, *II 1” XI~+OI@) / Y@, *)ll-’ da P 
For each fixed t there esists s such that [I y(t, .)[I = (1 y(t, s)ii, and 
d !I w(t, -)I1 + A*rp,o+~~+,(ll(t) 
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Hence, 1 f IL1 < A(1 + t$, + II/‘) + 0 ] w JpLm where 
= 2; s 
r+hfA 
6 hfA dt) dt. 
7 
By Lemma 5.2: j w 1 PLm d K(e, P(O))(A(l f eh+A f M’) $ 6 I w IpLm). For 
t>p+A+hwehave 
A-l II y(t, *)!I r,+A !I Y(U, -)II” = A-l II W, -I!! 
-0 
< K(e,p(o))( 1 + &+A + M’)( 1 - I((% p(o))@-l 
Letting A -+ 0 and recalling that p 3 0 was arbitrary, we have that there 
exists a constant N > 1 such that for every oL”-solution y of (5. l), 
for all t 3 s + lz > s > u. Recalling that 1) y(t, .)I\ < max(ll y(s, .)I/, 
1) y(s + R, *)/I) for s < t < s + h we now have 1) y(t, .)I/ < N 11 y(s, .)I/ for all 
t>s>o. 
To prove the second claim, let x be a solution of (5.1), with P(0) x(0, .) = 
~(0, e). By Theorem 5.1 and uniqueness considerations, either x vanishes 
identically or z is never zero. Assume x is never zero. Let p > 0, A > 0 be 
given. Define 
Then w(t, .) is a bounded solution of (1.1) with P(0) ~(0, *) = ~(0, .) and 
f(t) such that 
This is much simpler to estimate and we get 
If I,1 G 41 + Jf’) + 0 I w lLm. 
For t < p, we have 
8-l I/ x(t, *)/I ~“‘“I\ x(u, *)I/-’ du = A-l II w(t, *>li 
P 
< K(E, P(O))(l + M’)(l - K(E, P(O))@-1. 
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Letting A -+ 0, recalling p was arbitrary, and with the same N > 1 as above, 
we have 
II 44 .)I1 < Nil $S> -II for all s 2 t > 0. 
Clearly N = mar(l, K(l + 0, + M’)(l - K0)-l). To conclude the proof, 
let 
Let 
Some easy computations show that 
+ ‘5% Y(4 -1) Jo6 Xcr,~+&) II Y& .>II-” du 
+ g(t, 4t, 9) lrn XL~+~I(U) Ii 0, 9V du 
+ j-:h WV, 41 j”;. Xt7,,+4MyC4 Ii Y& W’ 
- z(t, s) (1 s(u, .)/I-‘) du. 
We thus obtain 
lIf(t)li < *r7,T+&) 4~~ z, t) + nE~z41 4~~ xs 4 lo f+, ~~4 s) I! 44, s)ii “--h 
+ Xrr.4 At) N II ~(7, ->I1 lTT+4 II Y@, *II” du 
+ XI o,7+4~(t) WV II 4~ + 4 .>I1 ST’” II x(u, .>li-l du. T 
Since P(0) m(0, .) = zu(0, .) we have, by Lemma 5.2, 
x(u, -)” du = d-l 11 ZU(T, .)\I < d-1.K If IL1 
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Letting A --t 0 we get 
and the theorem obtains. 
Remark. Note that the term iVZ’ depends only on the memory of the 
strict past (See [S; Remark 4.1]), while the term ~9~ that appears in N 
depends on the length of the memory. It is easy to see that letting Ii -+ 0 
and then E -+ 0 in the theorem above we obtain the result for ordinary 
differential equations. 
Remark. If we replace L1 by M in the theorem above, the proof and the 
conclusions are unaltered with the exception that BNK must be replaced by 
26NK. Everything else carries through as is. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let Assumption g(M, L”) hold; BK(E, P(0)) < 1; 
Then there exist positive numbers Y and v’ and positive functions N(p), N’(p), 
e(& e+) such that 
(i) $ 0 c P < v, e < ecvj,), every pL*-solution y of (5.1) satisjies 
II rk 911 <N(di3xp - At - fo,>I II r(fo , 911 for t > to 3 p; 
(ii) if0 -C p < Y’, 0 < O’(V’), every soZution x of (5.1) with P(0) ~(0, .) = 
~(0, -) satisfies 
II 4t, ->I 2 N’Wkp i(t - to>lll 4to , -Ill for t > to > 0; 
(iii) ;f e < e, , where t?, is s&icier&y small, the last part of Theorem 
(5.5) hoIds with BNK replaced 6y 20NK. 
Proof. We shall use the techniques of [7; Theorem 7.41 to reduce the 
proof of this theorem to the proof of Theorem 5.5. We start by introducing 
a changeof variables. LetI@, t, p, s) = exp(-p(t + s - p)) if t + s > p; = 1 
if p - h < t + s < p. The solutions of (1.2) satisfy the conditions for an 
exponential dichotomy with constants N, v, N’, Y’. Let 0 < p < v. Let x be a 
solution of (5.1) and let 
x(4 s) = q-4 t, Pf S)Y@, 4 for t > p. 
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Notice that r(t, S) = y(t + s, 0) for f + s 2 p. Furthermore y satisfies the 
equation, 




h(f, y@, *)) = EC-P, t, P, 0) g(4 E(P, 4 P, 9 ~0, -!I- 
Let E”(0) = I, P(S) = 0 f or s -e 0; W, s) = JL kbW, rM g(p, & P> 9 + PC+ 
We can now rewrite (5.9) as 
(5.10) 
The corresponding homogeneous linear equation has the same IV,, as 
(1.2). It is fairly easy to check that the exponential growth and decay con- 
ditions for an exponential dichotomy hold. Noticing that srb 11 d$(*, .s)\\ E 1vf 
and applying [2; Lemma 7.21 gives that the third condition also holds. Thus 
Theorem 4.3 gives that (M, I.,“) is admissible for (1.1) with R replaced by 8. 
The rest of the proof is as in [7; Theorem 7.41 and is omitted. 
Remark. It is clear that the bounds for 0 become difficult to determine in 
any meaningful way and we make no attempt in this direction. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let Assumption g(B, I.,“) hold with B = I,1 01 M; 
-h 
W,& a complement of W,,, with projection P(0); Let 
N = K(E, P(O))(l + M’)(l - K(E, P(O))B)-1, 
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with OK < 1. If BNK < 1, tlzen evmy solution z of (5.1) with P(0) x(0, .) = 
x(0, .) and such that z(t, .) $ W,, ,for all t > 0 satisfies 
jj x(t, .)]I < (1 - fENK)-l K(1 + M’) d( WtLm , z(t, -)). 
Hence every so&ion of (5.1) which satisjies P(0) ~(0, .) = x(0, .) and is 
asymptotic to the family of stable manifolds of the homogeneous linear equation 
must cross the stable manifolds in fillite time. 
Proof, A computation similar to that in the proof of [S; Theorem 4.17 
gives that for every pL”-solution y of (1.2) and every x as above, 
II 40, ->I1 < A-‘K (41 + Jf’) + BNII z(u + A, -)I1 
where we applied Theorem 5.5. Let A -+ 0 to obtain the desired result. 
6. DEPENDENCE ON A(t,s) AND ADMISSIBILITY 
We shall now examine some questions of admissibility and conditional 
stability under linear perturbations of the coefficients. The techniques used 
are essentially the same as those of [6; Chapter 7, Theorems 71H and 7111. 
The noncontinuability of solutions backward in time does get in our way and 
the results are somewhat weakened, while requiring more delicate proofs. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A(t, s), A,(t, s) be given such that for some a >, 0, 
A(t, .) - A,(t, .) = 0 p.p. for t > u. Let U and U, be the respective operator 
solutiolzs of (1.2). If Y” is a [closed] cowariant family for A, , then the family Y, 
dejined by Y(t) = Y”(t) for t > (r and Y(t) = (U(o, t))-l Y”(o) for 0 < t < D 
is [closed] covariant for A. 
Proof. Obvious. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let A(t, s), A,(t, s), Y, Y” be as in Lemma 6.1. If YO is a 
closed (B, L”)-famiZy for A, and 
j j-:, II d&4(-, s) - Ao(-, sllll lB = rl < =f(y”, +’ 
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for some E > 0, theta Y is a closed (B, La)-family for A. FurGermore, if 
&Gen codim Y” = codim Y < co. 
Proof. The last part follows from the first and Theorem 2.2. Since Y” is a 
(B, La)-family for A, , for every f E B(V”) with compact support and every 
o! > 1, there exists a solution y0 of (1.1) with .A replaced by A, which is 
eventually in I’0 (i.e., with yo(o(t, .) E Y”(t) for t > sup(supp f)) and such that 
1 y. IL,+) f or%(YO, c)\ f In . We may choose CL so small that 
?j < (dqY0, c))-’ < .x(YO, c)-1. 
Construct inductively the sequence ( yn} of solutions of 
which are all eventually in Y” and such that 
i in It=+) G W7Y”, 4) j ~~~~4PJ(~> 4 - A,(*, 41 ~n-d*, 4 jB 
G NJ/c(YO> +I I Yn-1 lLJJCE,. 
Since cuK( Y”, E)T < 1, we have 
Set x, = Cs yi . Then (zn} is an L”(E)-Cauchy sequence and z,(t, .) E Y”(t) 
for t > max(T, sup(suppf)). Let x be its L”(E) limit (hence a continuous 
function). z is a solution of (1.1) and 1 x IL+) < ((oM(Y”, c))-r - q)-r / f iB ; 
furthermore z is eventually in Y” since YO is closed and hence also eventually 
in Y. 
We now impose a topological and metric structure on the class of all 
subspaces of a Banach space. For more details and proofs we refer the reader 
to [6; Chapter I, Section 131 and [I]. 
Let X be a Banch space, E(X) the class of all subspaces of X. We define 
as distance function on E(X) the Hausdorff distance between the unit spheres 
S(Y, Z) = max {sup id (c (Y): z) : z EC (Z)!, 
suP [d(CVhY) ‘YEC(Y# < 1. (6-l) 
The complete metric space defined by S on 9(X) is denoted by Z(X, S). 
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LEMMA 6.3. A manifold Y(t) C W&A) is closed if and o&y ;f for every 
E > 0 there exists a positive constant S(A, Y(t), 6) such that, fm every tLm- 
sohtion x of (1.2) with x(t, .) E Y(t), 1 x ItL+) < S(A, Y(t), E)\! r(t, *)/I. 
Proof. Easy and left to the reader. 
In the remainder of this section, with the exception of Theorem 6.1, we 
assume that there exists a constant Y = y(A, Y, e) > 1 such that 
S(4, Y(t), e) < 9(A, Y, e) = Y holds for all t > 0. It is clear that this is 
possible whenever Y induces a dichotomy for A. 
LEMMA 6.4. In addition to the hypotheses of lemma 6.2 assume 
where X(A,) = X(A, , Y”, e) and y. = 9(Ao, Y”, E). Then there exists a 
constant Y = 9’(A, Y, c) > 1 such that 
X(A)-I(1 + 9)-r > X(A,)-l(l + yo)-l - ‘I, (6.2) 
(1 + 9)” b (1 + %Y - .x(-40)17, (6.3) 
V(T), Y”(T)) < 2WAo) %dl - ,x(Ao)(l + %W~ (6.4) 
Proof. This is essentially contained in the proofs of [6; Theorems 71C 
and 7lIIJ We include a proof for completeness. We first remark that it 
suffices to consider solutions starting at 7 < u since for r > u, S(A, Y(T), 6) = 
S(A, , Y”(T), 6) and we have no problems. With T < G, let IV be a nonzero 
solution of (1.2) for t 3 7, with ~(7, .) E Y(T). Since 
xr7,m,(t) j-Th [dsP& 4 - Aoh 41 44 4 
has compact support in TB(P), there exists a solution y for t > 7 of 
j(t, o) = j-Th [ds~~(t, s)] y(t, s) + s_“, @&MA,@> 4 - 4, ~)I144 4 
which is eventually in Y” and such that 
IYI 7LyE) G Nx(Ao)71 I x LL~,) . 
Then so = x + y is a solution of (1.2) for t > 7, with A replaced by A, , 
which is eventually in Y”. Then 
1x1 &my,) G I %J l&q,) + I Y l7L”(e) G $I II X0(‘, -II + I Y 17LQ(,, . 
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We can easily derive 
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S(A, Y(T), e) < 9gl - X(A,)(l $ s+?p. 
This, coupled with the remark at the beginning, gives 
Some easy computations, and 01 > 1 arbitrary, give (6.3). By the proof of 
Lemma 6.2. &‘(A)-1 > Z&$,)-r - 7. This and (6.5) give (6.2). To 
prove (6.4), j J - x0 IrLm(E) = 1 y jTL+ < aX(A,> 77 I x !+(,) and 
jj x(7, .) - x0(7, .)]I < asf(A,) .Yr, 11 x(7, .)il. 
By the above, we have z%(A,) 9~ < Z&~(/&,) yOy < 1 so that, by choosing 
01 > 1 so small that a.%“(,4,) 9~ < 1 we obtain x0( ) .j + 0. It is easy to 
show 16; Chapter I, 11 A] that 
Since ~(7, .j was an arbitrary element of Y(T), we find 
SUP [d (c Y”W>, x) : x E c (Y(T)); < 2X(A,) 97j 
Interchanging A and A, allows us to complete the proof. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let X be a Banach space. For each 31: E X, the veal-valzled 
function IT-t d(x, Y) is uniformly continuous on C(X, 8). 
Proof. Obviously, d(s, Y) = d(x, 2 I( x j/C(Y)) for each Y EC(X, 8). 
Therefore, 
where A denotes the Hausdorff distance. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A, A, be given; (B, L”) is admissible for A, with I3 lean. 
If 7 = / j?h [j d,[A(-, s) - A(., s)]/ lB < X(&l, then (B, L”) is admis- 
sible for A. 
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Proof. Since B is lean it s&ices to show that there exists a constant 2 
such that for every f E B&F*) with compact support (1.1) has a solution x 
such that j x I&u&) sg 3-f 1 f jB. Since ~3 < \ &‘(&)-r, there exists 8 E (0, 1) 
such that 7 < 0 1 %(A,)--I. Let {TJ, T* > 0, 7a = 0, TV --t co as n -+ r~) be a 
sequence such that 
Let A,(t, 0) - A,(t, -) + ~l,,,TJt)[-4{t, -) - A,(& .)I. Lemma 6.2 implies 
that (B, L”) . Is a d missible for all A,, and that &‘-{A,) f (.%?(A,,)-1 - 9)-r. 
Let f E B(@) with compact support, cx > 1. Let aI, be a solution of (1.1) 
with A replaced by A, such that / a0 jLm(,, < etX(A,)\ f \a . Inductively, 
let z, be a solution of 
such that 
Let yn = CZ 3, yR -3 y a solution of (1.1) and 
IJ’ I LcyG) < cd-? If lB . 
TIIROREM 6.2. Let A,, , A be given; 
for all r >, 0, A > 0; let Y(R,) be a closed (B, La)-fanziZy for A, wifla B lean.. 
Let 7 < 3 3’-(AO)-“(1 + .yJ-l. Then there exists a (B, LW)-fnmily Y(A) 
for A suck that codim Y(,4) = codim Y(A,) < c%. 
Pm$ Clearly there exists a sequence (T,), 7, 3 0 r0 =: 0, 7,k -+ co as 
z ---f 03 and B E (0, l/2) such that 
!I d,PJ(*, 4 - A,(-, sllli lB < 2-‘“+l’e~(a,)-l(l + Ya))” 
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Set A,,(t, *) = &(t, .) + ~[~,~,l(t)[A(t, .) - &,(t, .)], n = 0, l,..., and define 
Y(dJ to be the (B, L”)-f ami ly constructed for A, by the method of Lemmas 
6.1 and 6.2. An induction argument, coupled with Lemma 6.4, gives the 
inequalities 
&-(A,)-1 > X(-4,)-l - i r)i 3 3f-(A,)-” (1 - @(I + .Ql, 
1 
> .x(A,)y (1 - !9), (6.6) 
X(A,j-I(1 + yy b x(a,y (1 + YO)-’ - 5 17, 
1 
> 3?-(A,)-l (l f 5(-l (1 - S) (6.7) 
where ?ul, < yO(l - 28))l. Furthermore, 
qiz+1 < 2-‘““1’6(1 - e)-*.x(A,)-r(l -f- Yn)--l. 
An application of (6.4) yields 
qY(&)(jJ), q-%+1)(P)) < 23wL) %%1+1(1 - ~!&)U + %)%1+1)-l 
< 2-V(1 - @I)-1. 691 
Hence W&)(P)~ is a uniform (in p) Cauchy sequence in Z(“(IV, 8). Let Y(A) 
be the limit family. We now need to show that Y(A) has all the desired 
properties. 
(a) Y(d) is covnriu~zt. Let x be a solution of (1.2) defined for t > p 
with x(p, -) E Y(A)(p). Let r > p be given. There exists a sequence (xn} of 
solutions of &(t, 0) = lth [d,A,,(t, s)] xJt, s), defined for t 3 p, with 
G(P, .) E Y(A&j and G(P, .> + x(p, .) as n ---f GO. Choosing w large enough? 
-4, - A = 0 on [O, ~1 and an application of Gronwall’s inequality [8; 
Lemma 1.41 gives that ;v,(~, .) -+ ~(7, .). Since ~~(7, .j E Y@.)(T), we have 
shown that ~(7, .) E Y(A)(7). Let s(p, .) 4 Y(A)(p). Then there exists K > 0 
and h > I such that d(Y(,4)(p), x(p, .)) > K and 11 .T(P, .)\I d xd(l’(A)(p), x(p, .)I. 
By Lemma 6.5, for any ,8 E (0, K) there exists n, = ~(fij such that 
for all ?z > lzO . Let 7 > p be given, let rz be so large that 7>>,  r + 217. Then 
x is a solution of 
*(t, 0) = s” [d,A,(t, s)] x(t, s) on CP, 71. 41 
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An analogue of [S; Corollary 4.21 (See the remark at the beginning of the 
proof of [8; Theorem 4.21) is applicable to obtain for all n large enough 
A&(7-, A) Z’( Y(&), E) A-1 
where 
and 
I’, 4 = qAJ(l + 293 
(See Lemma 5.2). 
It is easy to see that for any fixed 7 and A, A&(,, A) is uniformly bounded in n. 
Passing to the limit in n and recalling that /3 was arbitrary, we have 
where N(7-, A) is the obvious function. That [I a(~-, -)[I # 0 is obvious, and 
we have proven that I’(/!) is covariant. 
(b) E’(4) is a (B, La)-family for ,-2. We first prove that 
Y(A) c w&4). 
Let .w be a solution of (1.2) defined for t 3 p 3 0, with x(p, *) E Y(,4)(p). 
There exists a sequence {xn} of solutions of &(t, 0) = j”h [d,A.,,(t, s)] q(t, s) 
with X&J, *) E Y(A,)(p) such that ;xn(p, .) -+ x(p, .) as n-j CD and x,~ -+x 
uniformly on compact intervals. By (6.8) 
Taking the limit gives this first statement. To finish the proof we need a 
Lemma. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let I’ be a complemented sabspace of a Banach space X, 
I’ # {O], X. Let P be a projection onto a complement of Ei. If Z is a subspace of 
X and 6( Y, Z) < min(jj P /I-l, I] I - PI/-l}, thez Z is complemented and the 
Iange of P is a complement of Z. 
Proof. [6; Chapter 1, 13H]. 
Returning to the proof of the theorem, Theorem 2.2 implies that Y(A) is 
the limit of a complemented sequence of families, all of the same finite 
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codimension, hence is complemented by [6; Chapter I, 13I& of the same 
finite codiiension by Lemma 6.6 and it can easily be shown that it is also 
regular, as all the Y($,)‘s. Let P be the projection onto a complement of 
Y(A)(O). By Lemma 6.6 P is the projection onto a complement of Y(A,)(O) 
for all n large enough. Let f E B(P) be given, with compact support, X > 1 
such that j/ P j! < A. Let X, be the unique L”(E) solution of 
such that Px,(O, .) = x,(0, a). This solution satisfies by Lemma 5.2, 
I % IL.~,) d ~~(.4)(1 + 2XJI.f it3 
< hX(.&l,)(l - 6)-X(1 + 2974 - 2@-I)( f iB . 
Hence all X,‘S are uniformly bounded and (11 ~~~(0, .)I[> is uniformly bounded. 
Since the range of P is finite dimensional, there exists a convergent subse- 
quence of {x,(0, ~)I which, for convenience we do not rename, Let x(0, .) be 
its limit; .rn - x uniformly on compact subsets of 10, 0~). ~~~(7, b) E Y(A,J(~) 
for all T > sup(suppf). Hence x is a solution of (1.1) which is eventually 
in Y(A) and 
I x II&) < M&)(1 - q-y1 + 2931 - 2?-l)lf !B . 
Hence Y(A) is a (B, L”)-family for A. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 Y(A,J and Y(A) me 
asymptotic to each other in the sen.se that 
G(Y(A,)(t), Y(A)(t)) -+ 0 us t .-+ 05. 
Proof. This is immediate after noticing that Y(A,,J(~) = Y(il,)(p) for all 
p > T, and G(Y(A,,)(p), Y(A)(p)) -+ 0 uniformly in p. 
COROLLARY 6.2. rf the hypotheses of Theorem 6.2 hold and if Y(A,) = 
W&4,) then Y(A) = W&A) and thus codim W&,(A) = codim @&,(A,) 
and WLm(-4)T M/TL,(AJ aye asymptotic to each other. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, Y(A) C W,,(A) and hence codim Y(A) > 
codim W,,(A). To prove the opposite inequality, note that %(A) and S(0) = 
S(A, JV,,L, , e) b ot h exist. Furthermore, there exists n, such that 
1 s”, I/ d,[-4,(=, s) - A(*, s)]ll lB < &I%(A)-~ (1 + S(O))-l for all 71 >, zO. 
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Let B = A,R0 , B,, = A. Theorem 6.2 applied to B, , l3 gives codim Y(B)(O) = 
codim B&&4)(0). Furthermore Y(B)(O) C W&,,(B)(O) = M&,(A,J(O) and 
codim W&4,) = codim W,,(&J. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let A,, , A be given; x[~,~+~I(.) syh 11 d,A,(., s)j/ E B for all 
T 2 0, d > 0; let W&-4,) be a (B, La)-famiZyfor A, ; let 
and assume there exists y0 3 1, sucla that S(A, , W,, , C) < Sp, fm all large t. 
Assume f&her that W&,(A) is a (B, Lm)-family for 8. Then codim W,,(A) = 
codim W&(AO) < CO afzd 6(W&A)(t), W&A,,)(t)) --j 0 as t -+ co. 
Proof. TVL,(A) and FVLm(AO) are subcomplete by Lemma 3. I, algebraically 
regular by [8; Theorem 3.31; by Lemma 2.2 they are closed with finite 
codimension. Let p > 0 be so large that 
/ Xrwm,(-) J- h II cE,[A(-, 4 - A,(,> sllll jB -=c f~(A,)-1 (1 + Q-5 
and that S(A, , W,, , G) < 9a for all t > p. Apply Theorem 6.2 to the 
equations on [p, 03). Corollary 6.2 gives the equality of codimension for large t 
and concludes the proof. 
Remark. For ordinary differential equations, the analog of Theorem 6.2 
holds with 7 < co rather than the more restrictive condition used here. In 
light of the nonadmissibility result of [g; Theorem 5.71 it seems reasonable to 
suspect that the results obtained here cannot be substantially improved upon. 
7. DEPENDENCE ON A(t, s) ANI) DICHOTOMIES 
We now state some easy consequence of the previous theorems on the 
“permanence” of dichotomies under small linear perturbations. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A, be given, szl 1) d,A,(-, s)jl EM, Y&4,) a closed 
(Ll, L”)-family for A, . Then for all A, such that 
where the exktence of y0 is guararzteed by Theorem 4.1, the family Y(A) of 
Theorem 6.2 is a closed (Ll, L”)-family for A which induces a dichotomy for A 
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Proof. We need only notice that jzi jj d,B(., s)\\ E M, the rest following by 
Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 7.1 holds when v < ,X(&,)-l if 
we replace Y(A,) by W,,(A,), Y(A) by W&,(A). Theorem 6.1 gives admis- 
sibility of (Ll, L”), Th eorem 3.1 gives closure and regularity of W,,(A); 
clearly jzi II d,A(., s)jj E M and Theorem 4.1 is again applicable, The advan- 
tage of Theorem 7.1 is that the families Y(&) and Y(il) are not necessarily 
maximal. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A, be given, jyh (/ dJ,(=, s)\l EM, Y(&) a closed 
(M, L”)-@zily for 9, , 
7 = jyh II &[A(*, s) - 4(*, s)]il Irn d tq-qJ-l (1 + -qy 
with j xr,+j(.) srTt, jJ d,[d(., s) - A,(., s)]ll jM + 0 as p + rc). Then the fumiZy 
Y(A) of Theorem 6.2 is an (M, La)-family for A which induces an exponential 
dichotomy fooy A. 
Proof. An examination of the proof of Theorem 6.2 shows that the 
leanness condition on B can be dispensed with under the present assumptions. 
The existence of .zl follows from Theorem 4.1. Hence Y(d) is a closed 
regular covariant (M, L-)-family for A. That Y(,4) induces an exponential 
dichotomy follows via the proof of Theorem 4.3 and [S; Theorem 5.27. 
Remark. With the limit condition above, it is possible to suitably modify 
the proof of Theorem 6.1 so that, if q < sC(A,,-~ and Y(A,) = TV&@,), 
W&A) is an (M, L”)-family for i2. For the only if part of Theorem 4.3, 
it suffices to assume that lV&(kl) is an (M, La)-family for A and we obtain 
the exponential dichotomy. It is clear that the assumptions on -4, imply 
that Y(A,) induces an exponential dichotomy for A, . 
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